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Seeing Sappho in Paris: 
Operatic and Choreographic Adaptations 
of Sapphic Lives and Myths 
Samuel N. Dorf 
Northwestern University, Evanston 
àyi õr) x¿Au ôïa 'ioi Àéye 
(poovcfëçça 0¿ yiv£ö) 
yes! radiant lyre speak to me 
become a voice 
Sappho, fragment 118.1 
Like shards of broken pottery, the life and works of Sappho (the poet from Lesbos) remain incomplete, 
scrambled, lost, and yet incredibly alluring. Each writer, singer, actor, composer, reader who encounters the 
fragmented remains of the work and life of the historical Sappho hears something different from her lyre. 
Part of the reason for this is the fractured nature of her work. Today, her lyrical poems exist as broken pieces 
of reflective glass: sharp, penetrating, dangerous splinters of the great works in which we gaze into, hoping 
to find the whole, but instead we only glimpse a fractured reflection of ourselves. Saved on deteriorating 
scraps of papyrus, or quoted in fragments as examples of stunning lyric poetry by Cicero, Plato, and Longi- 
nus, traces of Sappho's work exist today as ruins. The mirroring effect of these fragments has been felt in 
almost every generation in the Western world since her death. With each encounter, subjects listen to the 
endless echo of her radiant lyre resonating in the epoch in which they live and adapt her songs for their own 
time based upon their own fantasies of her time. 
This paper looks at three Parisian fantasies of Sappho: Charles Gounod's revision of his first opera, Sapho 
(1851, rev. 1884), Charles Cuvillier's operetta Sappho (1912), and the Sapphic music and dramatic activities 
held in the garden of Natalie Clifford Barney (ca. 1900). For each of these productions, musical scores (when 
they exist) provide scant information as to how the authors and performers imagined the myths and lives 
of Sappho; iconographie sources, however, open doors to new readings, illustrating how these pieces appro- 
priated past Sapphic fictions to create nuanced and often satirical productions. Here, I contend that visual 
culture played a privileged role in the reception of these very different musical representations of Sappho 
histories and fantasies. 
^FaiïOQ. In her landmark study of Sappho's reception in France, Joan DeJean writes: 
Sappho is a figment of the modern imagination. During her recovery by early modern scholars, she 
was completely a French fantasy. And throughout the entire span of her modern existence, she has 
remained largely a projection of the French imagination.2 
These fantasies, however, take root in ancient sources. The myth of Sappho's love affair with Phaon and 
her leap from the Leucadian rock first appeared in the third century BC. The great leap, the "kill-or-cure 
remedy for hopeless passion" derives from tales of primitive ritual sacrifices to Apollo, which Strabo record- 
ed in his Geography (18-23 AD) cementing the legend to Sappho's writings for consumption by generations 
of writers. Sappho's connection to her male lover Phaon most likely stem from a confusion in her poetry since 
"Phaon" is another name for Aphrodite's beloved, Adonis. Since Sappho wrote poems in the voice of Aphro- 
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dite lamenting the loss of Adonis who perished while hunting wild boars, later interpreters must have 
misunderstood and assumed she was speaking in her own voice not that of the Goddess of Love. For her 
Greek descendents, like Plato and Strabo, Sappho was a poetic heroine and a great muse.3 
Other early perceptions of Sappho that circulated in the nineteenth century are important to mention here 
as well; while her life (mythologies) and works received praise at home in ancient Greece, they suffered 
condemnation in other contexts. The Romans in particular vilified and chastised Sappho for the sensuality 
and the open homoeroticism of her poetry. "For the Roman writers then Sappho was, at best, a poet of love; 
worse, a nymphomaniac; and, worst of all a lover of women/'4 
Sapho en France: Reincarnations of Sappho, 1600-1860. Her two legacies (the poetess/ heroine and 
the nymphomaniac/ sensualist) wind their way through French history and culture. When Ovid was in vo- 
gue in the late seventeenth century, French writers entertained a Roman view of Sappho as a negative, sen- 
sual, evil woman. Early French Hellenists, however, tried to rescue Sappho, representing her as "the original 
voice of female passion/'5 This dualism continued throughout the eighteenth century with one group of art- 
ists firmly dedicated to preserving the idea of a pure Sapphic heroine (a Hellenistic reading), and another 
movement railing against her (the Orientalist reading). Surprisingly, the Enlightenment followed one Sapphic 
path, with little to no speculation on Sappho's female lovers. For the generation of the Marquis de Sade, 
Sappho was only interested in men.6 
In the early nineteenth century, Sappho appeared as heroine in post-revolutionary art and as a dangerous " intellectual" in Napoleonic heroic fiction. At the same time she began to develop a following in women's 
circles. A great number of portraits during this period depict society ladies holding Sappho's lyre. In 
addition, several representations of Sappho as a heroic woman began to appear in the theatre.7 
Earlier French operas based on the life and myths of Sappho include Vernard de Jochère's Sapho , opera 
en trois actes (1772); Emphis and Cournol's Sapho (1818); Antoine Reicha's 1822 reworking of Emphis and 
Cournol's Sapho, as well as Jean-Paul-Edige Martini's Sapho premiered in 1795 to a libretto by Constance de 
Salm (known as C.M. Pipelet de Leury and later as the Princess von Salm-Reifferscheid-Dyck).8 Notable early 
Sappho operas outside the French tradition include Niccolò Piccinni's Phaon (1778), and Giovanni Simone 
Mayr's Saffo , ossia I riti d'Apollo Leucadio (1794), as well as Giovanni Pacini's Saffo (1840). Gounod's 1851 opera 
Sapho was not the first French opera to have a strong female heroine, nor the first to make that heroine 
Sappho. However, Gounod's succès d'estime overshadowed all earlier attempts at operatic portrayals of 
Sappho, receiving moderate praise and revivals to this day. 
With the help of his librettist, Émile Augier, Charles Gounod presents one of the favorite mid-nineteenth- 
century myths in the 1884 revisions of his first opera from 1851 on the historical Sappho: her love for the 
young and handsome Phaon, and her sacrifice and faithful leap from the cliffs. 
The original 1851 opera situates the chaste Sapho as heroine against the debauched courtesan Glycère 
(a new addition to the story added by Augier). While Sapho praises virtue and fidelity in her winning ode 
in the song contest of act I, Glycère uses trickery and deceit in act II to get Pythéas to reveal the plans for 
Phaon' s secret coup to unseat the tyrant Pittacus. In Glycère and Sapho' s following duet in act II, Glycère 
aggressively confronts Sapho, plainly stating that she will tell Pittacus about the coup and how he will then 
kill Phaon if she remains with him. Sapho remains resolute in her defiance of Glycère, proclaiming "Jamais! 
Jamais! Non! Non!" however, she finally succumbs. In order to save the attempted coup, she resigns herself 
to let Phaon believe she no longer loves him so he can run off with Glycère. She renounces her love for 
Phaon, in an attempt to save his life, and sings a final aria before leaping from the cliffs. Gounod's Sapho is 
dutiful and courageous, a patriot and revolutionary: qualities honored in French women of the nineteenth- 
century. Her resolve and heroism are admirable, and her actions befit a revolutionary.9 She prefers to accept 
death and her lover's scorn rather than to jeopardize the rebellion of her comrades. 
My interest lies however in the 1884 version of the work: the fruit of further collaboration between 
Augier and Gounod. Taking up the role of Sapho originally created by Pauline Viardot in 1851, Gabrielle 
Krauss earned praise for her role as the title character in 1884. Reviewers of the opera in its four-act form with 
a revised and expanded libretto and additional music observed that the successes of the 1851 version's 
elements retained in the 1884 production were limited to Glycère and Pythéas's duet and Sapho's leap.10 
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1. Adrien Marie, Sapho, act IV (1884) with Mile. Krauss. Lithograph, 32.5 x 23 cm. Bibliothèque-Musée de l'Opéra, Paris. - 2. Josef Hoffman, sketch for Wagner's Die Walküre, act III, scene 1, with Brünnhilde and Valkyries. - 3. Plate from 
Sapho showing the scene where Glycère seduces Pythéas, Les Premières Illustrées, Notes et Croquis, vol. 3 (1883-84), between 
pages 100 and 101. - 4. Gustave Moreau, "Mlle. Richard as Glycère, a Courtesan in Sapho 
" (1884). Private collection - 
5. Gustave Moreau, "Phaon", costume design for Sapho (1884). Private collection. 
The new version of the opera not only retained suggestive duets of the courtesan (Glycère) and the rebel 
(Pythéas), but also expanded their material placing it as the heart of the second act. Moreover, Glycère dominates 
this act; Augier greatly expands her role with added arias and dramatic recitatives highlighting the courtesan's 
importance in the fate of all characters. One reviewer goes on to equate this new production not only to the 
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Grand Opera tradition, but identifies Wagnerian influences as well. Discussing the enlarged final act he writes: 
"A good deal of Wagnerian breadth and grandeur distinguished this final act. The figure of the white-robed 
poetess, relieved against the somber background, might have passed for that of a doomed Walkyrie deprived 
of her armour/'11 A lithograph of this scene depicting the arrangement of jagged rocks and trees visible in 
Josef Hoffmann's original sketches for Die Walküre, act III [figs. 1 & 2]. Wagnerian allusions, while generally 
in vogue in the 1880s, nonetheless indicate a change in reception of Sappho: that the profile of this historic 
figure could potentially find congruence with the epic breadth, decadent myth-making associated with 
Wagnerian opera.12 In addition, new costumes, sets, and music were created to address the new vogue for 
exotic, and Orientalist fantasies of Sappho. 
Gounod's updated music includes large sections of the original production kept without changes as well 
as new material, written on separate folios and inserted into the original orchestral score.13 An examination 
of some of the editions to the 1884 version highlights Gounoďs awareness of the changing musical and dramatic 
tastes. In the second act, Glycère' s entrance develops from a simple recitative in the 1851 production to a grand 
exotic flourish in 1884 with harp, triangle, cymbals, and major seventh chords resolving by tritone [ex. 1]. 
The erotic elements are further elaborated in this version as well. The following duet between Glycère 
and Pythéas after her exotic entrance evokes an eroticism that is merely hinted at in the 1851 version. Py- 
théas, quite drunk, makes passes at Glycère who responds by pouring him more wine while coaxing secrets 
from him. With each new cup of wine poured, the courtesan sings another line of seduction, which the drunk 
and, presumably aroused, Pythéas replies to in patter excitement. 
Glycère: Il m'aurait plu de vous voir cette audace ! 
Pythéas: Je lui plairai par cette audace ! 
Glycère: Elle vous eût rendu beau tout à fait !
Pythéas: Je semblerais beau tout à fait !14 [see example in appendix] 
These orientalist elements were highlighted not only in the score, but also in the stage design and costuming 
for the 1884 version of Gounod's opera. A print in Les Premières Illustrées from the first performance of the 
new version depicts the scene mentioned above where Glycère seduces Pythéas [fig. 3]. An unusually decadent 
costume sketch for Glycère has survived by Gustave Moreau for an unstaged production depicting a courtesan 
who perhaps shopped at the same clothing store as pagan Thaïs, or Salome. The costume for Phaon displays 
a similar decadent tendency, absent from the original conceptions of the characters [figs. 4 & 5]. Phaon's 
gossamer cape, long feminine fingers and hair, flowing cloak and pleated and ruffled blouse sharply contrast 
the revolutionary image of the 1851 production. In 1884, Glycère dramatically and musically takes over Sappho's 
role as leading lady, replacing the chaste early nineteenth-century fantasy with a decadent fin-de-siècle fantasy 
of Sappho as courtesan. 
The preponderance of iconographie relics from the production appear more striking compared to the lack 
of musical relics. The 1884 score was never published and the manuscripts, scattered across the globe, 
deserve more attention.15 The visual domain of the new version not only provides greater insight to the 
vogue for Orientalism and exoticism at the Opéra, but also shows how the score and libretto received chan- 
ges to complement the growing trends in visual culture. 
Sappho and Terpsichore: Régina Badet as Sapphô (1912). In contrast, the 1912 operetta, Sappho , by 
André Barde and Michel Carré, with music by Charles Cuvillier, has neither a surviving score nor a libretto.16 
One review documents its existence. It appears at first glance to take Augier and Gounod's Sapho as a point 
of departure. Revolutionaries and courtesans mark this narrative of betrayal; however, both music and text 
aim for satire and humor above gravitas and drama. In his review for Le Théâtre, Etienne Roubier writes: 
Vous devinez que l'œuvre n'a aucun rapport avec celle d'Alphonse Daudet; il s'agit ici de la poétesse 
antique, inexorable, comme l'on sait, aux désirs des hommes. Les auteurs nous l'ont présentée traver- 
sant - si je puis dire - une crise de curiosité amoureuse t légitimement impatiente, après l'ivresse des 
bonheurs devinés, de goûter aux joies révélées.17 
Roubier' s highly suggestive précis continues as he describes how Sapphô throws her devotion on Phaon, 
an "éphèbe". In the operetta, however, Phaon's love is chaste and virtuous: "He holds onto his virtue tighter 
than a woman her hair."18 Her love for Phaon proves problematic for her political allies as Eunice comes to 
separate Phaon and Sappho. Eunice sends Phaon to the courtesan Myrrhine, and Sappho into exile. In the 
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6. Production photo of Régina Badet as Sappho. Le Théâtre 319 (1 April 1912), 24. - 7. Mary Garden as Aphrodite. 
Chicago newspaper clipping (1906). 
second act, Eunice woos Phaon but he swaps places with Lycias who wants to focus on his career "de sports- 
man". The imbroglio continues until Sappho returns and mimes the story of Diana and Acteon and she and 
her lover are reunited. The reviewer leaves tantalizing clues about the operetta's topical and sexual humor 
noting how "MM. André Barde et Michel Carré used copious bits of charming humor in the amusing dialo 
gue of this imbroglio: the undertones of current events, and other piquant allusions pepper the text of this 
spicy parody/'19 
While score and libretto appear to be lost, we can deduce some of the "piquant" allusions through cos- 
tume, set, character, and the reviews.20 Looking at one of the costumes worn by the dancer Régina Badet re- 
produced in Le Théâtre, one notes striking similarities to the costumes and poses of Mary Garden in Thaïs 
(1894) and Aphrodite (1906) signaling that a victim of the satire might have been the ancient Greek themed 
operas popular in Paris. The use of the sexually charged mirror as prop (a common cipher for women's sex- 
ual solipsism and consequently lesbian eroticism),21 as well as the distinctive headpiece and pose demonstra- 
te that these works (both based on fantasies of antiquity featuring courtesans) proved worthy of satire in the 
operetta [figs. 6-9]. 
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Barde and Carré's Ancient Satirical Models and Modern Subjects of Ridicule. Another photo 
for Le Théâtre features Badet miming the story of Diane and Acteon for a coterie of classical characters from 
popular fiction and history [fig. 10]. Due to the missing score and libretto, it is impossible to know the exact 
nature of these characters or how the authors parodied them in the comedy. The characters depicted in the 
production photo for Sappho include Macrobe, Calyce, Myrrhine, Phaon, Sappho, Bilitis, Lycias, Mnasidice, 
and Glycère. Understanding their cultural, theatrical and literary significance in early twentieth-century Paris 
reveals some of the piquant allusions referred to by the reviewer of the 1912 operetta. 
Macrobe (the Gallicized name of Ambrosius Macrobius Theodosius, fl. 395-423) authored Saturnalia, a 
chronicle of the discussions supposedly held at the house of Vettius Praetetatus (ca. 325-385) on the eve 
before the winter Roman holiday Saturnalia. Styled in the manner of Plato's Symposium , the second book of 
this work is filled with "bons mots'7 as well as a discussion of sensual delights; much of this has been lost, 
but what exists deals with "pleasures of the table".22 Some sources identify Calycè (Calyce, Kalyke, or 
Calycia), a nymph and the daughter of Aeolus and Enarete, as Zeus's lover, others as one of the Nysiads who 
nursed Dionysus. "Lycias" (Lysias, ca. 445-380 BC) was most famous as an Attic orator involved in demo- 
cratic politics and continually cited as a paradigm of the Attic prose style, notably by Plato in the Phaedrus; 
however, the name appears in other sources as well.23 
We find Glycère (Glycera) not only in Augier and Gounod's Sapho, but in numerous Greek and Roman 
texts as a common name for a courtesan.24 A "Glycera" came between the comic playwrights Menander and 
Philemon, and the name of a courtesan "Glycera" appears frequently in Horace's odes ( Carmina 1:19, 1:30, 
1:33, and 111:19). She often invokes strong passions in the narrator not only for her beauty but also her sexual 
prowess. In Carmen 1:19 only "a victim's blood will soothe her vehemence".25 Carmen 1:33 parallels Glyerca's 
toxic love, where Horace's speaker consoles a younger man who has been lured and discarded by Glycera 
the courtesan: "What, Albius! why this passionate despair / For cruel Glycera? why melt your voice / In do- 
lorous strains, because the perjured fair / Has made a younger choice?"26 In Carmen 111:19, he vows: "I for 
my Glycera slowly, slowly die."27 
Another famous incantation of her name appears in Lucian's Dialogues of the Courtesans. Here Glycera 
and Thaïs discuss how one of Glycera's lovers/ patrons has abandoned her for another courtesan (whom 
Thaïs reassures her friend is much older and uglier, yet is tall and has a nice smile). Lucian of Samosata 
(known also in the Gallicized version as Lucien, ca. 120-after 180 CE), known for his irreverent humor and 
satirical dialogues, proved popular in late-nineteenth-century culture with at least six complete modern 
translated editions appearing in the last three decades of the century.28 Also included in these dialogues are 
the names Pythias and Lysias (Pythéas found in Augier' s libretto and Lycias found in Barde and Carré's ope- 
retta). Lucian's characters in this dialogue include a courtesan Joessa, her friend (another courtesan) Pythias, 
and an Athenian young boy, Lysias. Joessa opens the dialogue with a lament to Lysias equating him to Phaon 
and threatening to kill herself: 
Jo [essa:] Cross boy! But I deserve it all! I ought to have treated you as any other girl would do, bo- 
thered you for money, and been engaged when you called, and made you cheat your father or rob 
your mother to get presents for me; instead of which, I have always let you in from the very first ime, 
and it has never cost you a penny, Lysias. Think of all the lovers I have sent away [. . .] I kept myself 
for you, hard-hearted Phaon that you are! I was fool enough to believe all your vows, and have been 
living like a Penelope for your sake; mother is furious about it, and is always talking at me to her 
friends. And now that you feel sure of me, and know how I dote on you, what is the consequence? You 
flirt with Lycaena under my very eyes, just to vex me; you sit next to me at dinner, and pay compli- 
ments to Magidium, a mere music-girl, and hurt my feelings, and make me cry. [. . .] as for Cymbalium, 
whom you kissed no less than five times, I didn't mind so much about that, - it must have been suf- 
ficient punishment in itself: [...] Did I ever displease you? ever look at any other man? Do I not live for 
you alone? [. . .] You will be sorry some day, perhaps, when you hear of my hanging myself, or jumping 
head first into a well; for die I will, one way or another, rather than live to be an eyesore to you. There 
will be an achievement for you to boast of! You need not look at me like that, nor gnash your teeth: if 
you have anything to say against me, here is Pythias; let her judge between us. Oh, you are going away 
without a word? - You see what I have to put up with, Pythias!29 
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8. Mary Garden as Aphrodite wearing the distinctive headdress. Private collection. - 9. Mary Garden as Thaïs 
holding mirror. Private collection. 
Lysias, however does not see his behavior as unwarranted, for when he returns he angrily chides the 
women for condemning him as he is justified. Just five days before he caught Joessa in bed with another man! 
The imbroglio ends with the revelation that the man in bed with Joessa was none other than Pythias whose 
head had been shaved due to illness. Even in the scholarly Fowler translation, the reconciliation of the three 
hints at a sexual ménage à trois. 
Myrrhine appears in Aristophanes' s Lysis trata as the ring-leader's close friend and the wife who mer- 
cilessly tortures her husband's erection, leading him on with oils, beds, pillows and blankets only to refuse 
him. Steadfast in her chastity, Myrrhine notoriously controls the amorous situation manipulating her hus- 
band to help the Lysistrata's "Amazons" win their peace. Glycera (Glykera) and Myrrhine both show up in 
Meander (ca. 342-291 BCE) as well. In Perikeir omene ("The one with the shaved head"), Glycera is a concubine 
of a mercenary soldier. Myrrhine is the neighbor who has been secretly bringing up Glycera' s brother who 
had been separated at birth. When Glycera embraces her brother her head is shaved in punishment. 
Eventually Glycera moves into Myrrhine's house as the courtesan seeks her freedom in the status of wife.30 
Myrrhine also appears as a common name for heteria (courtesans) attached to the Attic orator, Hyperides as 
"the most expensive heteria of her day".31 
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Bilitis and Mnasidice are both characters from Pierre Louys' s fictitious collection of ancient lesbian poetry 
from 1894. Les Chansons de Bilitis , perhaps the author's most controversial work, is a collection of poems 
written by a fictional ancient Greek female author, Bilitis, who was supposedly a contemporary of Sappho 
of Lesbos. Louys claimed to have translated the poems from the original Greek sources, and in his introduc- 
tion even listed fictional academic citations. The poems portray the three periods of Bilitis' s love life: her lust 
for a young shepherd, a ten-year relationship with another woman on the isle of Lesbos, and finally, her life 
as a courtesan in Cyprus. Mnasidice plays a critical role in the second part as the chief female lover of Bilitis. 
In the poem, Les seins de Mnasidika, for example, Louys unambiguously depicts a homoerotic scene between 
the two women. 
Les seins de Mnasidika 
Avec soin, elle ouvrit d'une main sa tunique et me 
tendit ses seins tièdes et doux, ainsi qu'on offre à la 
déesse une paire de tourterelles vivantes. 
« Aime-les bien, me dit-elle ; je les aime tant ? Ce 
sont des chéris, des petits enfants. Je m'occupe d'eux 
quand je suis seule. Je joue aec eux »; je leur fais plaisir. 
« Je les douche avec du lait. Je les poudre avec des 
fleurs. Mes cheveux fins qui les essuient sont chers à 
leurs petits bouts. Je les caresse en frissonnant. Je les 
couche dans de la laine. » 
« Puisque je n'aurai jamais d'enfants, ois leur 
nourrisson, mon amour, et puisqu'ils sont si loin de ma 
bouche, ne-leur des baisers de ma part. » 
Mnasidika' s breasts 
Carefully, with one hand, she opened her tunic and 
tendered me her breasts, warm and sweet, just as one 
offers the goddess a pair of living turtle-doves. 
"Love them well", she said to me; "I love them so! 
They are little darlings, little children. I busy myself 
with them when I am alone. I play with them; I plea- 
sure them." 
"I flush them with milk. I powder them with flow- 
ers. I dry them with my fine-spun hair, soft o their 
little nipples. I caress them and I shiver. I couch them 
in soft wool." 
"Since I shall never have a child, be their nursling, 
oh! my love, and since they are so distant from my 
mouth, kiss them, sweet, for me."32 
As it turns out, every single character featured in Sappho is associated with classical courtesans in some 
way. The array of women portrayed in this satirical work range from fictional courtesans to historical cour- 
tesans and all are united under Sappho, Lysistrata-like in her ability to unify these sexually aware women 
and sexually curious men from all over the fantastical ancient world. 
As for the music, which remains missing, a look at another Barde and Cuvillier collaboration offers an 
example of the ways in which these authors fashioned music and satire under the tunics of ancient Greek 
courtesans. Their operetta, Laïs , ou la Courtisane Amoureuse (first presented in 1907 at the Théâtre des Capucines 
in Paris under the title Son Petit Frère and expanded to three acts in 1912, and performed in London in the 
late 1910s and again in Paris in 1929), 33 consists of light songs and ensemble pieces with catchy popular melodies 
and simple accompaniments. Music remains merely a vehicle for the presentation of farce, satire, and humor. 
Sappho's Boudoir: Natalie Barney and Private Sapphic Writing and Performances 
Faire des fragments.34 
The allusions to a sexually licensed Sappho, and particularly the lesbian references to Bilitis would not 
have slipped by Natalie Clifford Barney, the American heiress who reigned not only as the "Queen of the 
Amazons", but also as the most vocal proponent of Sappho in queer women's circles in early twentieth-cen- 
tury Paris. As the founder of Paris-Lesbos, her writings and activities demonstrate a lively private Sapphic 
discourse. 
After inheriting the family fortune in 1902, she used her funds to set up her salon first in Neuilly and 
then at 20 rue Jacob, where she attracted the most fantastically sensationalist gossip. She studied French and 
Greek, and in 1897 she suggested to two of her lovers that they start their own "Sapphic Circle" dedicated 
to the love of beauty and sensuality. Other initiates to the circle included courtesans like Liane de Pougy and 
artists like Colette. 
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10. Production photo from act II of Sappho by André Barde and Michel Carré. Le Théâtre 319 (1 April 1912), 22. 
Her garden centered on an elaborate Greek-style Temple of Friendship, prominently housing a bust of 
Sappho [fig. 11], where Paris's most elite lesbians gathered to see and to be seen. Dressed in elaborate cos- 
tumes as ladies and pageboys, or maybe, like the writer Colette, sliding through the garden stark naked, visi- 
tors to Barney's home enjoyed a place where many women could express their sexuality freely without fear 
of persecution or judgment, amidst a bouquet of exotic incense and under the watchful gaze of Sappho's 
statue. 
It was Eva Palmer, Barney's childhood friend and later lover, who introduced her to Sappho's fragments 
and to the lusciously adorned world of the ancient Greeks. Like other women of letters at this time, Barney 
learned Greek and poetic forms with private tutors in order to gain the mark of the "intellectual aristocracy", 
and like Virginia Woolf, she studied Greek in part to recover the works of Sappho from the male academics, 
inserting a sexual-political reading to the past. 
In London, Virginia Woolf studied Sappho's culture in an effort o understand the social conditions that 
gave women the necessary freedom to function as artists. In Paris, Natalie Barney discovered in Sappho the 
promise of an alternative lesbian culture, one defined by women themselves rather than by a dominant pa- 
triarchy, one that repudiated the view of lesbianism as "sick" and "perverted", its members outcast as "the 
third sex".35 While Barney's salon was not for all queer women in Paris, it became one of the most important 
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11. Natalie Barney in front of her temple à l'amitié at 20 rue Jacob in Paris (ca. 1940). 
meeting places for the burgeoning lesbian culture of Paris in the early years of the twentieth century: and at 
its center, Sappho herself. 
In an oft retold story: Around 1900, Barney, upset over losing her lover Renée Vivien to another woman, 
sent her good friend, the famous opera star, Emma Calvé dressed as a street singer to serenade Vivien from 
beneath her window with Orpheus' s lament, "J'ai perdu mon Euridice/' Jean Chalón, Barney's amanuensis, 
tells the rest of the story: 
Similarly disguised [as a street singer] Natalie [Barney] collected the coins thrown to them. But Renée- 
Eurydice did not appear. Emma Calvé, who had dazzled American audiences in the role of Carmen, 
continued her concert with the famous: "Love is the child of Bohemia who has never known any 
law."36 More susceptible to Bizet than to Gluck, Renée half-opened a window and Natalie threw up 
her poem [based on Sappho fragment 49],37 attached to a bouquet. The passersby who stopped, recog- 
nized Emma Calvé, applauded as she and Natalie ran off.38 
This, possibly apocryphal, story, regardless of its veracity, illustrates not only Barney's penchant for 
Sappho, but also music, and in particular, the story reifies the ancient poeťs connections to both the musical 
and romantic worlds of Barney, her premiere patron in the early years of the twentieth century. 
While Barney's interest in Sappho has been well documented, scant information exists on the role of 
music within Barney's salon. Photographs and reminiscences about Barney's temple as well as the more 
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12. A gathering of women including Eva Palmer, Natalie Barney and possible Liane de Pougy in Barney's garden in 
Neuilly. Washington, D.C., Smithsonian Institute Archives, Alice Pike Barney Papers Acc. 96-153, folder 6.193. 
formal Friday salons provide the majority of the information. The Sappho worship seems to have begun 
around 1900, when Barney still resided in Neuilly. A photograph from one of the early performances form 
around 1905 or 1907 depicts a group of women in Greek costume, hands raised, circling a raised platform 
holding an unidentified flute player, Penelope Duncan playing harp, and a singer or orator who may be Eva 
Palmer. The courtesan, Liane de Pougy appears on the far left side of the image looking at the camera, and 
Natalie Barney is in the center (in white in half-profile) [fig. 12]. Morrill Cody remembers that the two Friday 
evenings he attended at Barney's home included readings and music as well as champagne, cocktails, and 
delicious catered hors d'oeuvres.39 Virgil Thompson had Four Saints in Three Acts showcased there, she also 
hosted the premieres of Antheil's Symphony for Five Instruments and his first string quartet, as well as featured 
works by Darius Milhaud and Florent Schmitt in her salon.40 In an interview, Barney's longtime housekeeper, 
Berthe Cleyrergue, contradicts this when asked if there were any concerts at Barney's salon: "No." she 
replied, "There was never any music. No. Never any music."41 The discrepancies between chroniclers hint 
perhaps at a separation of attendees to Barney's home: those who hear music and those who don't. One 
cannot deny that music played a large role in Barney's life, but "Sapphic" musical performance appears to 
have remained a private endeavor, heard only by a few select initiates. 
Colette discusses one early Greek-inspired performance in Neuilly where she and Eva Palmer drama- 
tized Pierre Louys's Dialogue au soleil couchant (a simple Arcadian tale of a Greek shepherd, who falls for the 
beautiful Greek maiden, who at first remains hesitant until she succumbs to the shepherd's voice). In 
Barney's garden, the aspiring actresses, Palmer as the maiden to Colette's shepherd, performed this homo- 
erotic fantasy adorned in ancient Greek costumes and accompanied by a group of violinists hidden behind 
a boulder.43 
June 1906 saw the production of Barney's Equivoque, again featuring Colette and Eva Palmer, this time 
focusing on the love between Sappho and a bride-to-be who abandons Sappho for marriage. "Within a circle 
of columns on the lawn stood a five-foot wrought-iron brazier wafting incense toward the audience. The 
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13. Eva Palmer and Penelope Duncan performing Equivoque 
in Natalie Barney's backyard in Neuilly (ca. 1906). Washing- 
ton, D.C., Smithsonian I stitute Archives, Alice Pike Barney 
Papers Acc. 96-153, folder 6.76. 
barefoot or sandaled actresses, clad in gauzy white floor-length Greek robes, danced to Aeolean harp music 
and traditional songs performed by Raymond Duncan and his Greek wife, Penelope/'43 The surviving photo- 
graphs from this event depict the dancer with her Greek harpist (Penelope Duncan) standing near a short 
classical pedestal holding a tiny statue, both women draped in ancient Greek costume [fig. 13]. Eva's distant 
gaze and Penelope's focused attention seem to evoke Orphic overtones with the iconic harp adding support 
to this reading. The resulting image weaves the loss associated with the partial fragmented œuvre of Sap- 
pho's poetry with the loss of the beloved Eurydice, which mirrors the plot of Équivoque - the bride-to-be who 
abandons Sappho for marriage. 
While "performed" music featured a small (or in some accounts non-existent role) in the semi-private 
salon, music featured prominently in the private and poetic worlds of Barney and the women of her Sapphic 
salon. Renée Vivien's Sonnet feminine is just one example of the poet's fixation on the powers of music 
wedded to a discourse of loss and the past under the umbrella of Sapphic reflection.44 
Ta voix a la langueur des lyres lesbiennes, 
L'anxiété des chants et des odes saphiques, 
Et tu sais le secret d'accablantes musiques, 
Où pleure le soupir d'unions anciennes. 
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14. Romaine Brooks, Le Trajet (1911). National Museum of American Art, Washington, D.C. 
Les Aèdes fervents et les Musiciennes 
T'enseignèrent F ampleur des strophes éro tiques 
Et la gravité des lapidaires distiques. 
Jadis tu contemplas les nudités païennes. 
Tu sembles écouter F écho des harmonies 
Mortes ; bleus de ce bleu des clartés infinies, 
Tes yeux ont le reflet du ciel de Mytilène. 
Les fleurs ont parfumé tes étranges mains creuses ;
De ton corps monte, ainsi qu'une légère haleine, 
La blanche volupté des vierges amoureuses. 
In writing, Barney and her companions used nostalgia and the past to express a general sense of loss as 
desire (and desire as loss). The conflation of sexual desire and a lost past is best exhibited in Barney's poem, 
Je me souviens (I remember), written in 1904 for Renée Vivien and presented to her in a beautiful handwritten 
copy at the 1904 Bayreuth festival. As a devout Wagnerite (Barney was a frequent attendee at Bayreuth), her 
choice of venue for the gift to Renée Vivien inflects the extended poems' desire and nostalgia with Wagnerian 
overtones of decadence.45 Disapproving of the clichés of grand opera, Barney found truth in Wagnerism, and 
used Bayreuth as a venue for amorous as well as philosophical activities. Deeply affected as she was by 
Lohengrin and T annhäuser from her first visit, return trips proved to deepen her beliefs .46 Another, almost T ris- 
tan-esque, declamation in Éparpillements hints at the source of her attachment o Wagner, the psychological 
drama, the suffering, pain and wonderfully prolonged enjoyment: "Accepter simplement la souffrance - et 
toutes ses joies ."47 
The unity of loss, desire, and Sappho's Greece become clear in another anecdote retold in Jean Chalón' s 
biography of Barney. In wooing Renée Vivien, Barney often sent gifts attached to poetry in hopes of winning 
Vivien's heart and mind. After their first sexual encounter, Barney had to sneak back home so her family would 
not know that she spent the night in another woman's bedroom. Chanlon narrates the rest of the story: 
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15. Natalie Barney. Washington. 
D.C., Smithsonian I stitute Archives, 
Alice Pike Barney Papers Acc. 96-153, 
folder 6.75. 
That very day, Natalie had an antique flute delivered to Renée. Renée answered by a telegram: 
How I love the silent music of this old flute. And thank you for the pretty thought that made you 
send this harmonious gift. ITI listen to the dormant memories that it contains. And ITI think 
tenderly of you. Until Tuesday evening. 
Flowers, together with this card, followed close upon the telegram: 
These flowers are not to adorn you, dear little one, for that would be futile, but so that you may 
have something of me on your person today.48 
Barney's gift and Vivien's reply invoke not only Greece and sexual desire but most strikingly Sappho's 
poetry. The encounter itself is a paraphrase of Sappho fr. 118: "yes! Radiant lyre speak to me / become a 
voice/'49 The corpus of musical references to Barney and her salon- the plays, the poems, the dances, the 
gifts - paint a community devoted to developing a separate Sappho - a fragmented Sappho - set apart from 
her nineteenth-century sisters, a Sappho with the Hellenistic nobility of Gounod and the decadent adventure 
of Pierre Touys. 
When Barney instructed her readers to "make fragments" in 1910, what did she have in mind?50 Was this 
a plea to construct incomplete works, or to deconstruct complete ones? In Barney's art it seems that frag- 
ments-of narrative, of poetry, and even of images - were of prized importance. In her Sapphic inspired 
plays, her romantic escapades, and her poetry, the fragments of Sappho poke out of the fabric. For Barney, 
fragments might be a metaphor for loss as they were for her lover the artist Romaine Brooks. In La Trajet 
(1911), her painting of a corpse-like Ida Rubinstein, the anemic nude subject becomes an object of desire [fig. 
14]. Bram Dijkstra writes: 
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Brooks7 painting becomes not a critique of the turn-of-the-century's victimization ofwoman as passive 
object but an emotionally charged expression of the manner in which women attempted to transform 
their passive position in this society as manipulated objects into the illusion of an active participation 
in their domination through a supposedly self-elected i eal of physical individualism and consump- 
tive fragility. To Brooks and to the viewer, her subject, Ida Rubinstein, isan object of desire because 
she represents an inverted ideal of personal control. The hollow eyes and the anorexic emaciation were 
well-known and well-publicized features of Rubinstein's dramatic personality.51 
Similarly, Barney manipulated her own image to transform a photograph of a passive dancer into an act 
of Sapphic poetry - a photographic fragment. Natalie Barney truly made a fragment by mercilessly tearing 
and cutting away the other dancers in this image with scissors [fig. 15]. Like the lines of Sappho, the image 
tells only a portion of the story, begging for its missing piece, inviting the viewer or the scholar to fill in the 
rest of the frame. Whose hand does she hold? What else is there? As Naomi Schor writes concerning the cartes 
postales of Paris ca. 1900: 
[W]hat we have here is [. . .] a fragment of past Parisian life. The postcards we hold in our hands and 
file away in our albums are the same cards as those we can see represented on postcards of postcard 
displays [...]; they create, however tenuously, some sort of direct link between the viewer and the 
viewed. The complex and shifting reality that was Paris at the turn of the century is here reduced to 
a series of discrete units that can be easily manipulated and readily consumed.52 
A fragment of a fragment, Barney's image, like the old post card and the painting of the corpse-like Rubin- 
stein, simultaneously channels the desire of loss through the willful manipulation of the remnants of the past. 
Sappho Redux. In situating the past in the present, historical and adaptive literary/ dramatic methods 
can be scene as almost synonymous. Walter Benjamin made the comparison in 1940: 
If one looks upon history as text, then one can say of it what a recent author has said of literary texts - namely, that the past has left in them images comparable to those registered by a light-sensitive 
plate. 'The future alone possesses developers trong enough to reveal the image in all its details.../ 
The historical method is a philological method based on the book of life.53 
Benjamin notes the process of "developing" the past in the future and of the historian as a "reader" of 
history. The metaphor of the artist (photographer) reading history and developing it into a photograph of 
the past and the multiplicity of developing techniques (histories) to create a panoply panorama of images 
from the same negative is exactly the metaphor we need to uncover the myriad representations of Sappho 
in Parisian musical culture. Each production exists almost exclusively as images and mostly photographs. 
But what of the role of the elusive author Sappho (the original subject) in the rewriting and redeveloping 
of what remains of the tattered negatives of her life and work? The tendency to conflate her life and her 
poetry has always been strong, and for good reason perhaps. As Roland Barthes describes, the author does 
"come back" in her text: 
It is not that he Author may not "come back" in the Text, in [her] text, but [s]he then does so as a " guest" . 
If [s]he is a novelist, [s]he is inscribed in the novel like one of [her] characters, figured in the carpet; 
no longer privileged, paternal, aletheological, [her] inscription is ludic. [She] becomes, as it were, apaper- 
author: [her] life is no longer the origin of [her] fictions but a fiction contributing to [her] work; there 
is a reversion of the work on to the life (and no longer the contrary); it is the work of Proust, of Genet 
which allows their lives to be read as a text. The word "bio-graphy" re-acquires a strong, etymological 
sense, at the same time as the sincerity of the enunciation- veritable 'cross7 borne by literary 
morality- becomes a false problem: the I which writes the text, it too, is never more than a paper.54 
Sappho, the real historical Sappho, has certainly been lost, and the remnants of her have fallen victim 
to her own incomplete texts, her own mythologies. 
When we look at what remains (which scraps of poetry survive the millennia of reception) we find that 
Sappho's contemporaries saved the most critical, the most splendid, the most impressionable lines, stanzas 
and phrases from her oeuvre for time immemorial. Similarly, this foray into Sapphic fantasies and myths of 
fin-de-siècle Paris demonstrates that despite our disciplinary biases, the visual- the clothing, the sets, the 
photos of parties - remain the dominant element of these productions from the last century. In the end, mu- 
sical culture played second (or third) fiddle to the visual realm, and only through interdisciplinary research 
can we enlighten the musical discourse with these splendid productions. 
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Example 1. Charles Gounod, Sapho, act II, entrance of Glycère (1884 version). Harvard University, Houghton Library, 
MS Mus 175 (folder 4). 
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